PACIFIC OPERATION
ANNUAL OVERVIEW 2022

8 COUNTRIES SUPPORTED
70 ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED
6 DESTINATIONS REACHED WITH AIR SERVICE
3 LOGISTICS CAPACITY ASSESSMENTS (LCAS)

5 MOBILE STORAGE UNITS DONATED
22 IM PRODUCTS SHARED
10 COORDINATION MEETINGS

3 EMERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORTED
1 CAPACITY NEEDS MAPPING
31 SERVICE REQUEST FORMS (SRF) PROCESSED

2 TRAININGS
150 PARTICIPANTS
14 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED
58 PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS

54 MT Cargo received in storage
46 MT Cargo facilitated by air

90% OVERALL USER SATISFACTION

Information Management
Coordination
Capacity mapping conducted
Logistics Capacity Assessments
Temp-sensitive storage
Hub storage
Air Cargo Consolidation
Emergency response
Air service
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INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF. SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATION, IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW, OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.